SHOP THE LOOK
®® Vanity

Custom design in
Laminex Polar White Silk finish
®® Vanity top Caesarstone and
HanStone quartz in Aurora Snow
®® Basin Ideal Standard Active
undermount
®® Bath Decina Carina acrylic
®® Shower Stepless with tiled
base, fixed panels in clear
toughened glass
®® Taps Milli Edge bath mixer,
Milli Edge Swivel, Mizu mixer
®® Mirror Custom four-door
cabinet front
®® Toilet suite Life P Pan
soft-close with Caroma
under-counter cistern
®® Lighting LED
®® Accessories Architec towel rails

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
justbetter.com.au
235-237 Union Road, Ascot Vale Vic
(03) 9370 7288

EXPERT TIP

EVERYTHING
IN ITS PLACE
“The best measure of whether a design works or not is how
the finished composition resonates with the space. Does it feel
natural and right, as if all elements are placed as they should
be? I think this design achieves that, which is all the more of an
accomplishment considering the narrowness of the space and
the requirements of the brief. Not only did we need to include
all the aspects of a fully functional bathroom, but a laundry as
well. Given the limited width of the area, it was quite a challenge
to install both a bath and a shower. By placing them side by side
and using the shower screen as the divider between wet and
dry areas, this hurdle was stylishly cleared. Extending the bath
shelf to run through the shower area, above the toilet to the
vanity top, ensures the division isn’t terminal, lending continuity
and flow across the entire design. Another win was being able
to install custom-made cabinets around the washing machine,
allowing for storage of towels, two washing baskets, and even an
internally divided clothes hopper.”
Designer: Garrett Hebden for Better Bathrooms & Kitchens
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Use light from large
windows to generate
an open, airy feel
to an otherwise
small space.

We love the spacious
storage solutions of
this bathroom.
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